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Leonardo adds new airport ground operations safety technologies to 

portfolio 

 Leonardo’s U.S. subsidiary Selex ES Inc. launches AeroBOSS solutions to prevent
runway incursions and protect global air travelers

 AeroBOSS provides a common operating platform enabling command and control of
airport operations, maintenance and emergency resources

Rome, 28 September 2020 – Leonardo’s U.S. subsidiary, Selex ES Inc., developer of en-route 

navigation, precision approach and landing, and surveillance systems, recently added airport surface 

management technologies to their air traffic control solutions.  

Marketed under the name AeroBOSS, the technologies offer real-time, collaborative decision-making, 

flight and ground vehicle tracking, and runway safety systems that allow all surface vehicles to operate 

safer and more efficiently. AeroBOSS provides an airport-wide common operating platform enabling 

command and control of airport operations, maintenance, and emergency resources. One of the core 

AeroBOSS solutions is the AeroBOSS Runway Incursion Warning System (RIWS) that prevents runway 

accidents by alerting vehicle drivers of hazards before entering the runway area.  

There are nearly thirty-one hundred airports in the world with commercial air carrier service, but only a 

small percentage have runway incursion prevention systems. Selex ES Inc. AeroBOSS technologies, 

developed for Air Navigation Service Providers and airports is able to improve airport safety efficiently 

and cost-effectively.  

The addition of AeroBOSS solutions to Leonardo’s portfolio comes as the result of collaboration with 

U.S.-based INDMEX. The timing is critical, as the Civil Air Navigation Services Organization and Flight

Safety Foundation have expressed concerns regarding the risks of airport runway incursions as air travel 

begins to return to normal following the sharp declines due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Selex ES Inc. 

Leonardo’s U.S. subsidiary, Selex ES Inc., is headquartered in Overland Park, Kansas, USA and is a leading supplier of 

en route navigation, precision, approach and landing and surveillance systems to military and civil aviation customers 

globally. This includes Category I through II/III Instrument Landing Systems, doppler and conventional VHF Omni-Direction 

Range (VOR), high and low-power Distance Measuring Equipment (DME), a TACAN that is built on the FAA’s DME of 

choice, and modeling, designing and assisting with DME/DME initiatives. The company also designs and manufactures 

next generation surveillance radars and systems such as Multilateration (MLAT), and Automatic Dependent Surveillance - 

Broadcast (ADS-B).For more information about the company and its exciting technology portfolio, visit LeonardoCompany-

us.com. 
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